UNKEPT PROMISES
WHY ISN'T GOOD ARCHITECTURE

A Bedouin goes to the market in the city. Salesmen ask him
what he wants. 'I don't know,' he says, 'show me everything
you have. If I see it, I will know it.' Criticism in architecture
today doesn't seem any different. Mainstream architectural
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criticism seems to be content with the stylistic aspects of
form in architecture. International architectural magazines
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agree on a 'new' direction or style and its heroes, and a few
years later they conspicuously agree, again, that the direction
was wrong. Practising architects and students, in poor and
rich nations alike, rush to imitate what they see in the media
with various degrees of failure. The direction keeps changing,
but the aim is not clear.
The majority of architects are fascinated with industrialis
ation; they prefer metal cladding, tube structures and shiny
glass buildings to humble stone and earth buildings. Progress
is associated with manufacturing and automation.
Industrialisation of buildings is often promoted and
taught in schools as the means for lowering cost, controlling
quality and reducing the time of construction. However,
countries that attempt to build manufactured precast
housing projects, often achieve exactly the opposite; expen
sive, monotonous projects that are sometimes catastrophic
failures. There is something in building that defies industri
alisation which is so successful in the automotive and
electronics industries. This attitude probably emphasises the
view that architecture is more of a process than a product,
which is exemplified by the sheer success in the manufactur
ing of primary materials and small components - such as
cement, reinforcing bars, electrical cables, metal profiles,
light bulbs, door knobs and similar components.
Recently I designed a government building to be made
with locally abundant porous lava stone, which seemed to be
the perfect material for the project. The bids came in high
for the stone, and a reinforced concrete post and beam
system was chosen. The contractors had no previous cost
records or experience with stone, thus they preferred the
'conventional' system. We could have used stone only if we
hired the labour directly and provided the minimal necessary
on-site training. But government procurement procedures do
not permit such processes, and we lost the opportunity to use
an inexpensive material that both has excellent thermal
properties and requires very little energy to produce.
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inception to completion, due to a long chain of specialised
clients, officials and professionals who must become invol
ved at various approval levels. Yet those who face the
problems or see the opportunities in a project do not have
responsibility to correct them or the authority to seize them.
Is there really room for good architecture under these
conditions?
An architect friend recently complained to me about what
a client did to one of his designs: 'First he changed the
structure from clay bricks to concrete block, then he changed
my picture windows to standard small ones, and in the end
he changed my beautiful white and black interior to
Technicolor in every room,' he said, 'and all because he
wanted to take advantage of materials available at a discount
in his locality.' I was amazed by the flexibility and creativity
of his client, given that our rigid modern institutions harass
individual initiative. It is the liberal attitude of the traditional
system that gave individuals the opportunities to collcctivcly
contribute to the quality that we still find in traditional
environments - a quality that used to be the most cherished
modern value.
When the first cycle of the Aga Khan Award for Architec
ture was announced in 1980,1, among many others, was
disappointed to see that elevated water tanks and a kampung
improvement programme were not only called architecture,
but also premiated as excellent examples of architecture.
Later, as a member of the Award MasterJury and then the

